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Tiny Carolina utility wants to join PJM
Dominion North Carolina Power wants
the benefits of PJM membership and has
asked North Carolina regulators to OK its
joining up.

You remember the firm was North
Carolina Power before Dominion bought
it.

Now it wants more access to new
sources of energy and capacity “in a
visible and liquid market.”

The firm’s grid system would be
melded into PJM as PJM South, it noted.

The Dominion unit owns and runs
slightly less than 1,000 miles of
transmission lines within North
Carolina and serves some 104,000
customers in the northeastern quadrant.

Joining PJM could give a number

of benefits to retail customers in North
Carolina, the firm told regulators, while
enhancing reliability, optimizing system
planning, improving resource adequacy,
delivering energy and capacity savings and
promoting wholesale competition in the
state, DNCP wrote.

Open, non-discriminatory access over
a broad area is needed for active and
robust wholesale markets, said Dominion.

Such markets offer customers access
to a greater diversity of generating assets
over a large geographical area.

Why PJM?
Because it’s a vast integrated grid

“with a proven track record,” Dominion
Energy CEO-Transmission Paul Koonce
told the North Carolina commission.

This RTO “is at the forefront of
the development of competitive
markets in a reliable and economic
manner,” he added.

PJM is the logical RTO choice for
North Carolina because the firm’s
connected to PJM-East, PJM-West
(Allegheny), American Electric Power
and Carolina Power & Light, he noted.

Merging DNCP into PJM would
erase some critical seams and thus
boost reliability and resource adequacy,
the firm wrote.

It wants to get approval by Nov 1
so it can complete integration by Jan 1
as it says is required by Virginia law.

The firm hasn’t yet filed with
FERC.

NEMA has disturbing questions about who pays for risk

‘Open‘ states rely on
customers to pay for

trading risk losses
“As long as a utility is allowed to provide
risk-free, hedged or cross-subsidized
commodity prices to beat, competition is
very difficult or impossible,” NEMA told
New York regulators in comments on a
new vision of what competitive markets
should be.

QUOTE OF THE DAY:  Risk
management is a specialized, high-
risk, competitive function that can
and should be provided by private
risk capital and not by captive
ratepayers.  It is not appropriate
for a captive ratepayer to incur the
risks and potential losses
associated with commodity trading
and hedging activities.  The public
interest is far better served if
public utilities spend their capital
and credit on the reliability of their
networks and let competitive
suppliers absorb the commodity
risk.

NEMA President Craig

Goodman in comments to the
New York PSC.

Utilities should stick to their knitting
— services only a monopoly can deliver
— and let risk takers in the competitive
market offer up the commodity, enhanced
technology and information services,
Goodman wrote.

That’s a lesson US competitors in
world markets are learning, he added.

The Center for the Advancement of
Energy Markets (CAEM) in hunting for
the best default service model for C&Is
came up with a model close to Maryland’s
— a market-based, real-time rate with a
retail adder.

The adder — a bad name for the share
of wholesale procurement and retail costs
non-shoppers should pay on top of
wholesale supply bids — was set at 0.4¢/
kwh in Maryland — a scant $4/month for
a 1,000-kwh customer.

It’s intended to cover a long list of
costs associated with providing the
commodity to non-shopping customers.

The list for power, according to
NEMA, includes transmission charges,
scheduling and control area services,
distribution line losses, a share of pool
operating expenses, risk management
premiums, load shape costs, commodity

acquisition and portfolio management,
working capital, taxes, administrative and
general expenses, metering, billing,
collections, bad debt, information
exchange, regulatory compliance and
customer care.

You know that like all other
prices fixed by state government
employees, the figure is flat
wrong since it doesn’t reflect
actual market component costs
as a competitors would.

NEMA told the PSC:
Rates for default service should include

“a utility’s fully allocated embedded and
projected stranded costs associated with
providing all of the other commodity-related
products, services, information and
technologies currently bundled in full-
service rates.”

Marketers, if they dare to compete,
must build those costs into their offers and
absorb the cost of acquiring the customer
often with no help from the utility and long
after ill-timed state education efforts.

Regulators in Ohio, New York,
Pennsylvania, Massachusetts and other
states are mulling next-step transition plans.

The temptation is to take on the
century-old failed paradigm for commodity
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service.

Commodity markets are inherently
volatile and getting more so as fuel prices
rise, said Goodman.

“When states insist that utilities and
utilities alone must provide default service
or POLR service, are the prices set for
this service inherently misleading?”
Goodman asked.

“Is there any such thing as a risk-free,
fixed price?  Of course not,” he
responded, in gas or electric commodity
markets.

“Yet many default service rates appear
to be risk-free, fixed prices but that raises
a number of questions.” said Goodman,
such as:

“Who’s taking this risk?
“How much is this risk?
“Has anyone gotten informed consent

from the risk takers?
“Is it prudent to take such a risk given

the sophistication of the risk takers in each
case?

“Most ratepayers would not be
commodity traders.

“Why then at the end of the day
should utilities be forced to perform such
activities on behalf of ratepayers who have
no idea that they’re taking such a risk but
will have to pay for any trading losses in
some future rate true-up.”

Goodman will keep this issue out in
front at the coming NEMA summer
meeting.  His members and their
shareholders want to take such risks.

NEMA’s members offer fixed prices
without a true-up down the road, he added.

Maryland, Virginia and Washington,
DC, have settled for retail transition
services that vary little from the course set
in the early 20th century.

New York is asking the right questions
and Pennsylvania may be about to do so.
California certainly is rethinking its errors
and we’re convinced will make some big
improvements.

Maryland and Washington have
unleashed big power users to respond to
price signals and seek market alternatives
the way New Jersey has for a small
segment of customers.

Virginia power buyers safe
from rate spikes ‘till 2011

Retail competition seems safe and the
public is protected against the horrors
competition may visit upon monopoly as
Democrat Gov Mark Warner last week
signed SB 651.

The law extends 1993 rates until 2011
but they can be adjusted for fuel costs
once after July 1 2007 and again before
2011.

And in three years a window of
opportunity opens when the wires charges
shoppers pay disappear.

One part of SG 651 legalizes opt-out
government aggregation, easier
development of new generation in the
state’s coalfields and provisions to
encourage C&I shopping.

Dominion Virginia Power backed the
bill.

The IOU had retooled its plans to
accommodate SB 651 to create a more
attractive climate for suppliers to enter its
competitively bid supply and C&I retail
pilots.

What does it cost
to save a kwh?  The average
cost is 3¢ — “less than half the cost
of building, fueling and operating a
typical conventional power plant,”
the American Council for an
Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE)
reports in Five Years in: An
examination of the first half-decade
of public benefits energy efficiency
policies (www.aceee.org).
Investment of state public benefit
money into efficiency programs
returned $2 for every $1 spent, the
study claims.  Twenty states collect
the money — nearly $1 billion/year
nationwide — from ratepayers.
ACEEE contacted stakeholders in 25
states and Washington, DC, for data
and opinions.  Twenty have policies
and 18 have active programs.

Mr VOIP goes to
Washington:  US LEC, a
Charlotte, NC, telecom carrier put
internet gateways in Tampa and
Jacksonville to offer VOIP to those
markets later this month then
expand VOIP service this year to
some of its 100+ markets in 15
eastern states and the nation’s
capital.

Primus gets large
clump of customers:  The
Canadian arm of PRIMUS
Telecommunications Group bought
Magma Communications — an
internet provider working in
Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal.  The
deal is worth C$16 million and adds
around 30,000 customers to
PRIMUS Canada’s over 70,000
internet customers significantly
boosting its network and operations
in Ottawa where Magma has a
7,000 square foot data center.
PRIMUS Telecommunications has
bundled voice, data, internet, DSL
(digital subscriber line), VOIP, web
hosting and enhanced virtual private
network (VPN) applications — plus
a global backbone network of
owned and leased transmission
facilities including VOIP
connections to over 150 countries
and over 550 points-of-presence
(POPs) throughout the world.

What to do if utility says no you can’t have access

To your own meter?
Second of two articles

Automated Energy’s CEO Cody Graves
seeks meter access for customers to help
with demand response and other reasons.

In many states utilities “tell you not
just ‘no,’ but ‘hell no, that’s not your
meter.  You’re not allowed to touch it,’”
he quoted.

Texas is an outstanding exception.  A
customer there has a legislated right to
access their meter.

Every utility has a filed tariff with the
fee for that access to cover the utility’s
cost.

In Texas “if you have an interval data
recorder (IDR) with a phone line attached
— an MV-90 type meter — the utility has
to give you a read-only password so that

you can call that meter yourself,”
explained Graves.

Despite the talk from regulators about
demand response,” he said, “how do we
get people moving into more efficient
markets and direct load control [when] the
data flow needed for those market
structures to work isn’t available?” he
asked.

Automated has a large customer
running convenience stores across the US.

The chain is trying to get power use
data.

In Philadelphia, PECO Energy told
them the data they wanted was on the
web.

Is it there every day, the firm asked.
PECO wouldn’t guarantee it would be

there at 8 am every morning — as
Automated does for its customers — and
the data may not be in a common format
for downloading across an enterprise.

http://www.aceee.org
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The customer asked then for access
to the meter and PECO said they couldn’t
do that because PECO had some
“proprietary wireless metering system or
something,” said Graves.

The firm asked to get the pulse data
with PECO simply dropping two wires out
of the meter and the customer would run
its own data recorder and phone line.

PECO agreed but asked for $1,500/
meter.

That compares with under $400 in
Texas “and in Massachusetts it may
actually be under $250.”

For Graves, “meters ought to be like
that phone plug in your wall,” where it
doesn’t matter what kind of equipment
you use to talk as long as the plug fits the
socket.

Regulators can think about real-time
markets and their benefits “but until they
understand that they need to ensure that
customers have open access to their
electric meter,” markets will be slow to
develop, Graves predicted.

Maybe that’s why some regulators are
slow to grant access to meters, we
suggested.

RT wondered if the work Graves is
doing now benefits from his background
as chairman of the Oklahoma Corporation
Commission?

“Yes and no,” he replied.
“I tell everybody that I’m a recovering

regulator and I’m learning to be a
capitalist.”

Graves finds his regulator background
helpful in working with utilities —
knowing what they’re dealing with.

With an enterprise customer such as
SBC, Frito-Lay or Neiman Marcus,
“you’re trying to get access to the meters.

“It helps to understand regulatory
policies and ... be able to ask the right
questions to get the permission” to get at
the data.

The old regulatory paradigm doesn’t
necessarily work, said Graves, when it
keeps customers from having access to
their meters.

“That may be the motivation in some
circles,” Graves speculated.

Most regulators Graves talks to, “even
if they don’t want to open up markets to
competition,” intuitively get why access to
data is good for consumers.

Some of Automated’s biggest growth
has come in regulated markets, he added,
from utilities trying to bring new services
to their customers.

Graves’ challenge is to get regulators
to understand that blocking markets
blocks innovation, creation of new
products and services.

The setback for new markets has
changed his industry.

His is one of “less than a handful of
what I would call independent information
solution providers,” said Graves.

Silicon Energy was a big enterprise
energy management firm that sold
software solutions that customers would
run on their own servers.

The firm had “really good software”
sold typically to very large corporate
customers and even some utilities who
could run it and let their own customers
log in and view their data.

Bought by Itron perhaps a year ago
they’re owned by an equipment maker,
said Graves.

ABB Energy Interactive was similar to
Automated with web-based data
presentment tools.

They were bought by Power
Measurements Ltd (PML) — a “high-end
meter manufacturer making some of the
best meters on the market today,” noted
Graves — “really good, fancy meters.”

Datapolt was started by American
Electric Power and came to market with
web-based data presentment tools and a
piece of equipment.

“They were sold to Enerwise” Global
Technologies an offspring of Conectiv
(Pepco).  A venture capital firm made
them independent and Enerwise is still out
there with two businesses, energy
information and energy services, Graves
reported.

Automated, operating from Oklahoma
City, is funded by private local investors
mostly in the oil and gas business.

Firms that understand natural gas
markets instinctively get the value of
information.

They all learned — some the hard way
— that the players with the best
information did the best in the gas market,
he added.

They see the need for better data
flows in power markets and have funded
Automated, said Graves.

“Money is money but ... some
money’s worth more than others because
of relationships,” said Graves, “so that’s
what we’re looking at right now.”

One of Automated’s customers — a
utility — developed a demand response

4 stories in 1.5 minutes
Continued

1st H highway
announced:  Canada’s
government last week revealed plans
to build the world’s first “hydrogen
highway,” to be in place in time for
the 2010 Winter Olympics, reported
Hart’s European Fuels News.  The
cost to build the cornerstone of the
world hydrogen economy?  It’s
expected to run C$1.1 million (US
$841,000).  Not too bad.  The
project is to link Vancouver with the
Olympic Games in Whistler — letting
tourists ride a variety of fuel cell
vehicles and see many fuel cell
applications in use.  Project players
include Ballard Power Systems, BC
Hydro, Fuel Cells Canada, Natural
Resources Canada, the National
Research Council Canada and
QuestAir.  The latter specializes in
purifying hydrogen gas.

SILVERMAN: Grid manager in
West penalizes violators

Many proposals to bolster the grid and
prevent a repeat of last summer’s blackout
— are old news in the West, reported Salt
River Project General Manager Richard
Silverman.

WECC’s reliability management
system is the only one in the US to exact

penalties for failure to meet reliability
standards, said Silverman.

Almost 90% of the region’s load —
public and IOU alike — is bound by this
system, he added.

The West had a head start, stemming
from lessons learned from the 1996
regional blackout, he told the Western
Governors’ Assn energy forum in
Albuquerque last week.

Reliability, improved grid features and
the creation of vibrant wholesale markets
are boosted by cooperation among the
West’s utilities and power merchants, said
Silverman.

“We’re a region driven by customer
focus,” said Silverman who chairs the
Large Public Power Council, a trade
association for large city-owned utilities.

The West is “naturally evolving into
something better than it was, even 10
years ago.”

He cited WesTTrans.net — an
independent, internet-based one-stop
shopping site for generators to get grid
access as they move power around the
area.

The system is used by 14 utilities and
five more plan to join this summer.

It lets generators move power over
long distances without having to navigate
system-by-system, said Silverman.

It centralizes multiple OASIS sites into
one, simplifying the process for posting
and reserving grid service for the various
utilities.

That boosts reliability, Silverman said,
and will enhance development of the grid’s
market.
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pricing program for its large industrial
customers.

“They started with 11.”
Now they have one left because the

program is too complex, he said.
The customer has to track load,

nominate load to shed, shed the load and
wonder whether it was the right load to
shed and whether they’ll get hit with a
penalty.

A penalty?
“Typically you are not giving people

daily consumption data broken out in 15
minute or hourly intervals.

“All of these fancy programs are
theoretically correct,” said Graves, and he
favors developing them, “but you can’t do
it without data flows that allow people to
make rational decisions.

“It would be as if the banking industry
totaled ATM transactions once a month.
Nobody would do that.

“They’ve got to know daily where

they are for cash management,” he added.
Inventory management is absolutely

critical to some industries, he said, citing
airlines and their data needs.

“They know exactly how many seats
they’ve sold,” exactly how many seats are
left and they’ve developed fairly
sophisticated pricing algorithms to value
the relative inventory.

Electricity needs data systems like
that, Graves urged.

“That data exists today on every
revenue meter in America.

“Right now we can probably justify
collecting the data,” in a timely way,
“from large C&I customers.”

But not from residential customers
because the communication costs are too
high, he added.

“Somebody that spends $60 or $70 a
month isn’t going to pay $6, $7, $8, $9,
$10 to look at daily data on the web.

“That price has to come down — like

caller ID — to around $3/month.
A utility might want to offer a flat rate

deal — maybe 1,000 kwh for $80 — and
let the customer track its load on the
internet.

Go over the 1,000 kwh and the utility
might charge 25¢/kwh, “but we’re going
to give you the ability to track so you
know when you are getting close.”

Programs like that will start
happening “when we have better
communication from the meter but right
now some of the most successful
demand response programs are the very
simple ones” such as the kind where the
utility posts at 4 pm today what the
hourly prices are tomorrow and they
don’t care if you nominate to shed load
between two and eight, Graves explained.

“They don’t care because they’ve
told you what the price is tomorrow,”
Graves said.  The first article ran in RT
4/13.

Lockyer trying to get refunds for California victims

Yes, victims of whom?
California Attorney General William
Lockyer is a Democrat and in the days of
Gov Gray Davis a gubernatorial candidate.

Today his left-leaning views are
curbed by serving a conservative GOP
governor but he still wants to get rate
payer refunds for high prices in the crisis.

He sees no harm in attacking the filed
rate doctrine — an early-20th century relic
— from being used in today’s California
power markets.

Under that doctrine rates are based on
cost of service plus a profit picked by
regulators.  Once approved, rates can’t be
challenged except through noticed
hearings.

And that’s only going forward — not
retroactively.

While the doctrine has no place in
today’s California, the attorney general’s
research team said, FERC and some
courts have applied the doctrine to
market-based rates.

The commission decided that the filed
rate is whatever price a buyer and seller
negotiate in the market.

Thus sales can’t be challenged
retroactively because the seller’s rate was
filed — mighty costly for those caught up
in the price spikes of the crisis period and
those who have to pay for high energy
contracts negotiated by the Democrats at
the peak of the crisis.  Some courts
afforded these market-based rates the full
protection of the doctrine, limiting
remedies under California’s antitrust and
unfair competition statutes.

If that interpretation stands, Lockyer’s
group of Democrats warned, sellers in
today’s deregulated markets would be free
of “traditional regulatory controls and state
and federal law that forbids price fixing,
monopolization, fraud and unfair
competition.”

Thus Lockyer’s office is challenging
FERC’s formulation of the filed rate and
the application of the doctrine.

His three-year probe of the market at a
wonderful time revealed wholesale power
sales had exploded from $7.4 billion in
1999 — the first full year of deregulation
— to $27.1 billion a year later (under the
Democrats).

FERC’s role in the oversight of prices
and market conduct expanded dramatically
when the state’s deregulation law — AB

1890 passed by the Democratic-controlled
legislature — transferred control of power
plants and sales activities from the
California PUC to the federal commission,
the report noted tihout the reference to
political parties.

But the GOP-controlled FERC
“disregarded its responsibilities during and
after the crisis,” Lockyer charged.

Consumers were overcharged by
about $9 billion and have yet to get
significant relief, Lockyer added.

The federal commission’s decisions
could deprive the state’s ratepayers of
over $6 billion in compensation, the report
argued.

So the blame game is not yet dead in
the Golden State although the public is
certainly tired of it.
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These Wall Street specialists are
prepared to address the question:
Is there growth after back to basics?

• Bill Tilles is the portfolio manager for The
Kinetic Utility Funds.  His primary
responsibilities include research direction,
development and maintenance of utility
modeling techniques as well as oversight of
utility trading.

• Leonard Hyman is senior financial
analyst, economist and policy advisor for RJ
Rudden specializing in public utility finance,
strategy, regulation and economics.

• Christine Tezak is an outspoken
electricity analyst at Schwab Soundview
Washington Research.  She covers the
electricity sector and environmental policy
providing political, economic and industry
research for institutional and corporate
investors.

• Edward Tirello, managing director and
senior power strategist at Berenson & Co.
Tirello is widely known in the utility industry
from his years at Alex Brown (Duetche
Banc). 

Join Restructuring Today on April 30th  when four Wall Street pundits share their
wisdom on today’s leading questions — how much longer will we be satisfied
with back to basics?
     You know the events that led the electric and gas marketing firms to lose
most of their value or in some cases all their worth.  We all watched as troubled
firms and others went back to basics.

• Now what comes after back-to-basics and
have we started the next phase already?

• Will eagerness for growth push utilities towards high level of
merger activity?

• Are balance sheets too weak for M&A?

• Leaders and planners now keeping to their knitting are desperately
trying to find new ways to grow.  They’re locked into low growth
or no growth following back to basics.  Is there a way to grow
other than M&A?

• And maybe not having a lot of growth is
OK in a low-risk world.

• Since utilities have done well in restructuring and their non-utility
subsidiaries have done very poorly on average, how won’t leaders
be shy about or even reluctant to seek growth this time around?

Restructuring Today has assembled a panel of Wall Street specialists to guide you
in thinking through your firm’s positioning in the post back-to-basics world.
     You’ll hear their views and be able to question the panelists on a Restructuring
Today audio conference and get a transcript of the 90-minute event April 30 from
noon to 1:30 pm Eastern.

IMPORTANT DETAILS
• No one has to fly anywhere or spend big bucks on hotels.

• Any number of listeners at one location can listen to the call
via one line and a speakerphone (but connecting other phones
is prohibited without added registration).  Gather 5 people
around a speakerphone and that’s only $38/person.

• More than two lines?  As an added bonus, discounted prices are
available for additional lines going to other locations in your
organization (call 1-800-486-8201 for details).

• Can’t make it on April 30?  A digital replay will be available (one
time use only) for one week following the event.

Register before April 24 for $190/phone line
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